
Education Abroad & Away Course Inventory 
Overview 
The GE allows students to take a single, 4+ credit course to satisfy a particular GE Theme requirement if 
that course includes key practices that are recognized as integrative and high impact. Courses seeking one 
of these designations need to provide a completed Integrative Practices Inventory at the time of course 
submission.  This will be evaluated with the rest of the course materials (syllabus, Theme Course 
submission document, etc). Approved Integrative Practices courses will need to participate in assessment 
both for their Theme category and for their integrative practice.   

Please enter text in the boxes below to describe how your class will meet the expectations of Education 
Abroad & Away Courses. Expectations for workload and credit-hours for Education Abroad & Away 
courses are outlined by the Office of International Affairs and described in the Arts and Sciences 
Curriculum and Operations Manual. It also may be helpful to consult the Description & Expectations 
document for this pedagogical practice or to consult your Director of Undergraduate Studies or 
appropriate support staff person as you complete this Inventory and submit your course.   

Please use language that is clear and concise and that colleagues outside of your discipline will be able to 
follow. You are encouraged to refer specifically to the syllabus submitted for the course, since the 
reviewers will also have that document Because this document will be used in the course review and 
approval process, you should be as specific as possible, listing concrete activities, specific theories, 
names of scholars, titles of textbooks etc.  

Accessibility 
If you have a disability and have trouble accessing this document or need to receive it in another format, 
please reach out to Meg Daly at daly.66@osu.edu or call 614-247-8412. 

Pedagogical Practices for Education Abroad & Away 

Course subject & number    

Performance expectations set at appropriately high levels, engaging in both academic and 
experiential exploration of the setting in which they study. Please link this expectation to the course goals, 
topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 
words)    



Education Abroad & Away Course Inventory  

Significant investment of effort by students over an extended period of time (e.g., Program 
length meets high academic standards and allows students to build meaningful connections 
with local community members and to develop a deep understanding of local cultural context). 
Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific 
activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words)  

Interactions with faculty and peers about substantive matters including cultural self-awareness, 
intercultural empathy, and academic content. Please link this expectation to the course goals, 
topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 
words)  



Education Abroad & Away Course Inventory  

Students will get frequent, timely, and constructive feedback on their work, from all 
appropriate sources, on their intercultural interactions and academic learning. Please link this 
expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments 
through which it will be met. (50-500 words)  

Periodic, structured opportunities to reflect and integrate learning, especially on their cultural 
self-awareness and their experience with difficult differences. Please link this expectation to the 
course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be 
met. (50-500 words)  



Education Abroad & Away Course Inventory  

Opportunities to discover relevance of learning through real-world applications and the 
integration of course content to contemporary global issues and contexts. Please link this 
expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments 
through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   

Public Demonstration of competence both in academic settings and, if possible, in the study 
away site. Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific 
activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words)  



Education Abroad & Away Course Inventory  

Experiences with diversity wherein students demonstrate intercultural competence and 
empathy with people and worldview frameworks that may differ from their own. Please link this 
expectation to the course goals, topics and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments 
through which it will be met. (50-500 words)   

Explicit and intentional efforts to promote inclusivity and a sense of belonging and safety for 
students, e.g. universal design principles, culturally responsive pedagogy, structured 
development of cultural self-awareness. Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics and 
activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words)  



Education Abroad & Away Course Inventory  

Clear plans to promote this course to a diverse student body and increase enrollment of 
typically underserved populations of students. Please link this expectation to the course goals, topics 
and activities and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-500 words) 


	Overview
	Accessibility
	Pedagogical Practices for Education Abroad & Away

	Course subject  number: FAES 3797.05
	Performance expectations set at appropriately high levels, engaging in both academic and experiential exploration of the setting in which they study: FAES 3707.05 is designed to demonstrate to students a different perspective of agriculture and other economic sectors that influence food, fiber, and fuel. From a place-based experience it explores the various applications of agriculture and production systems in varying scenarios, especially within a socioeconomic and ethnically diverse context. Students will be challenged to think critically, communicate effectively and work in team settings. Students will investigate and compare agricultural practices in different areas of Panama, examine the economic impact of sustainability on Panamanian residents and agricultural practices, and recognize how the history, government, and geography can affect agricultural and industrial economy and culture. Successful students will be able to exhibit an understanding of various practices of agriculture and industrial sectors in Panama and demonstrate the impact of Panama to the world through various assigments. The required predeparture course will meet once a week for 14 weeks for 75 minutes. In-country Panama portion of class is 10 days with an average of 6-8 hours of structured educational experiences each day. 
	Significant investment of effort by students over an extended period of time: This history of Panama is delicately intertwined with the history of the United States. Students who choose this course will learn about the history of the creation of the Panama Canal and recognize how the history, government, geography can affect agricultural and industrial economy and culture. Students will investigate and compare agricultural practices in different areas of Panama, investigate the uniqueness of this developing world country and its advances in specific agricultural, technological, and sustainable initiatives, understand a setting of a mixed-race population and the impact race has on economic well-being, occupations, and health.The reading list will provide opportunities to engage the written text, while the in-person Panama structured learning experiences will provide unique opportunities to engage with local families and businesses. Students are required to learn basic Spanish words and phrases and complete a short quiz to demonstrate mastery of these skills. Course goals and topics• To exhibit an understanding of various practices of agriculture and industrial sectors in a developing country that has a great impact on the world• Translate and compare the traditional role of American agricultural practices (i.e.animals, traditional agriculture, environment, culture and community) to a Developing world country• Distinguish agricultural practices in a developing world culture• Identify and understand various socioeconomic statuses on agricultural outcomes• Examine the economic impact of sustainability to compare life outcomes of residents (prices and values of materials, food, housing, resources, utilities on lifestyle and tradition through visits to home improvement stores, animal auctions, markets, etc.)• Investigate the uniqueness of this developing world country and its advances in specific agricultural, technological, and sustainable initiatives• Understand a setting of an intermix racial population and their engagement in communities• Analyze fundamental background information and compare applications from Ohio to Panama, a developing country that varies within itselfPredeparture class sessions will include guest speakers to discuss Panamanian culture and economy along with providing basic Spanish lessons, All students are required to research and share in groups topics related to Panamanian agriculture, economy, cultural regions and other related topics.  Activities/assignments will include visits to small and large scale Panamanian farms, cultural visits and interactions with local community members to build upon the class lectures and discussions. Farms: •  Visit a dairy and beef farm• Travel to a 500+ acre pineapple plantation. You will see the entire process from planting, harvesting, and packaging• Visit a small-scale organic poultry farm. Visitors will experience day to day farm operations and learn how they sell high quality broilers to high-end restaurants in Panama City• Visit and learn about a small local farm with different native and introduced fruit trees• Visit vegetable and horse farmsCultural visits:• Visiting the Panama Viejo ruins and museum to understand the founding of Panama City• Day tour of the Panama Canal corridor. Drive to the Miraflores Locks to visit the Canal Museum, and watch ships transit the locks. Afterwards, travel to Gamboa to board a boat as the guide discusses the goods being transported on the large Panamax ships navigating the Canal on Gatun Lake (the body of water that feeds the Canal).• Travel to a new innovative industrial park (old U.S. Army barracks) near the Panama Canal where you will meet with young entrepreneurs. You will also meet with one of the founders of the Green Tech Council to discuss the movement in Panama to be more sustainable, the challenges they face, and long-term goals• Witness transit system in three major locks: Bridge of the Americas; Centennial Bridge; Gatun Lake; Observe Canal Construction of present and future additionsInteractions with local community members:• Visit with the National Institute of Agriculture to meet with educators and students while visiting their projects.• Travel to a Guaymi village in the mountains. Walk through nature on trails, passing rivers to meet this native culture. Interact and enjoy lunch with a Guaymi family• Participate in a service-learning project with local school children and the community.• Visit rural town to engage with indigenous people of PanamaShop for a local family of 4 at local grocery stores and/or "wet" markets    Travel Journal, In-country (Panama) shopping exercise, In-country (Panama) group presentation 
	Interactions with faculty and peers about substantive matters including cultural self-awareness, intercultural empathy, and academic content: The course goals are supported by assignments and activities which will allow successful students to translate and compare the traditional role of American agricultural practices (i.e. animals, traditional agriculture, environment, culture and community) to a developing world country; understand a setting of a mixed-race population and the impact race has on economic well-being, occupations, and health and; recognize how history, government, and geography can affect agricultural and industrial economy and culture. During the 14-week predeparture course, students will submit three assignments: a group presentation and paper and predeparture paper to share what they have learned about Panama as it relates to the agriculture, community, culture, economy, and other topics and what they expect to learn during in-country portion of the class. Students will present information from their groups to the class as a means of sharing knowledge and promoting student agency. Students will work in small groups to learn about a specific topic related to Panamanian agriculture, economy, culture, or community.This course utilizes a variety of teaching methods (lecture, small-group conversations, individual reflections, and group projects) to acknowledge different learning styles students bring into the classroom and provide opportunities for students to tailor the learning experiences to their strengths. Weekly class sessions will cover the following:  Panamanian culture, perceptions of Central America, history of Panama, the Panama Canal, relating professionally with people from different cultures, agricultural practices in Panama, contemporary issues in Panama, common challenges to Panama’s industries, sustainability practices, and farmer practices.  Activities and assignmentsStudents will be assigned to two group projects (presentation and paper) to engage with their peers and instructors while immersing themselves in the course content. The required research on student led topics allows for the exploration of student interests related to Panama. Students are required to keep a travel journal throughout the length of the course as a space to record observations and perceptions along with comparison and contrasting of resources between Panama and the U.S. Travel journals will be reviewed on days 6 and 10 by the instructor to provide feedback.  After each structured experience in Panama, a debrief will occur on the bus ride back to our hotel or during dinner to provide students with the opportunity to discuss their interactions, thoughts, and feelings.  Students will submit a final individual paper comparing their predeparture expectations to their actual program experience allowing them the opportunity to connect their lived experiences from Panama with the course content learned in the predeparture course.
	Students will get frequent, timely, and constructive feedback on their work, from all appropriate sources: All Carmen assignments will be graded within one week of submission. Throughout the course, feedback will be given to students from course instructors concerning their work and participation. Peers will provide feedback via group interactions and using a group work rubric that will be submitted via Carmen with the group paper. Travel journals will be reviewed during  the Panama portion of the class by the instructor to provide feedback.  After each structured experience in Panama, a debrief will occur on the bus ride back to our hotel or during dinner to provide students with the opportunity to discuss their interactions, thoughts, and feelings. All assignments including participation: Promptness and participation are always expected of students. Attendance for every class is expected (if you need to miss a class, please discuss this with me). Your thoughts, experiences and contributions to the discussions are an important part of the collective learning. We encourage you to speak up in class and contribute to class discussions. High quality participation includes asking questions, participating in group discussions by sharing impressions, and being of good attitude and energy.  It also includes supporting others while they participate in class discussions. Group presentationGroup paperGroup work rubricTrip to farmer's marketTravel JournalParticipationSpanish language quizIn-country (Panama) shopping exerciseStructured experience presentationFinal Individual paper
	Periodic, structured opportunities to reflect and integrate learning, especially on their cultural self-awareness and their experience with difficult differences: Course goals: • Distinguish agricultural practices in a developing world culture.• Identify and understand various socioeconomic statuses on agricultural outcomes.• Examine the economic impact of sustainability to compare life outcomes of residents (prices and values of materials, food, housing, resources, utilities on lifestyle and tradition through visits to home improvement stores, animal auctions, markets).Assignments:Travel JournalThroughout the semester, you will record observations and perceptions in a journal to be taken along on the education abroad experience. This will include predeparture expectations of the program experience. You are required to purchase a journal with bound paper to avoid loose pages. In addition, journals should include pockets for pictures, brochures, etc.A few elements of journal writing should include individual concerns, initial perceptions of central America, comparison and contrasting of resources between Panama and the U.S.Once in Panama, students will record daily activities and observations in the form of a journal. Students will record visits, conversations with the people of Panama, and anything that may be of benefit. At the end, students will provide a final individual paper comparing Predeparture expectation essay to their actual program experience. After each structured experience in Panama, a debrief will occur on the bus ride back to our hotel or during dinner to provide students with the opportunity to discuss their interactions, thoughts, and feelings. 
	Opportunities to discover relevance of learning through real-world applications and the integration of course content to contemporary global issues and contexts:  Course goals:• Recognize how the history, government, geography can affect agricultural and industrial economy and culture • Investigate the uniqueness of this developing world country and its advances in specific agricultural, technological, and sustainable initiatives.•  Examine the economic impact of sustainability to compare life outcomes of residents (prices and values of materials, food, housing, resources, utilities on lifestyle and tradition through visits to home improvement stores, animal auctions, markets).Assignments and activities:Research presentation and paper on topic related to Panamanian agriculture, diversity and sustainabilityFarmer's market visitPanama shopping exercisePanama group presentationFinal individual paperVisiting the Panama Viejo ruins and museum to understand the founding of Panama City• Day tour of the Panama Canal corridor. Drive to the Miraflores Locks to visit the Canal Museum, and watch ships transit the locks. Afterwards, travel to Gamboa to board a boat as the guide discusses the goods being transported on the large Panamax ships navigating the Canal on Gatun Lake (the body of water that feeds the Canal). In preparation for this visit, we will review previously discussed issues of the history of the Panama Canal and its impact on global trade, economy, and culture. • Travel to a new innovative industrial park (old U.S. Army barracks) near the Panama Canal where you will meet with young entrepreneurs. You will also meet with one of the founders of the Green Tech Council to discuss the movement in Panama to be more sustainable, the challenges they face, and long-term goals. In preparation for this visit, students are required to read three short articles about sustainability. • Travel to a 500+ acre pineapple plantation. You will see the entire process from planting, harvesting, and packaging. • Visit a small-scale organic poultry farm. Visitors will experience day to day farm operations and learn how they sell high quality broilers to high-end restaurants in Panama City.• Visit with the National Institute of Agriculture to meet with educators and students while visiting their projects.• Travel to a Guaymi village in the mountains. Walk through nature on trails, passing rivers to meet this native culture. Interact and enjoy lunch with a Guaymi family.•  Visit a dairy and beef farm.• Participate in a service-learning project with local school children and the community.• Visit and learn about a small local farm with different native and introduced fruit trees.• Visit rural town to engage with indigenous people of PanamaRequired articles will be posted on Carmen:Edwin Collado,  Anibal Fossatti,  Yessica Saez. Smart farming: A potential solution towards a modern and sustainable agriculture in Panama[J]. AIMS Agriculture and Food, 2019, 4(2): 266-284. doi: 10.3934/agrfood.2019.2.266Cochran, J. B., & Bonnell, R. (2005). Patterns of Sustainable Agriculture Adoption/Non-Adoption in Panamá. Journal of Sustainable Agriculture, 27(3), 147–162. https://doi-org.proxy.lib.ohio-state.edu/10.1300/J064v27n03_10Santamaria-Guerra, J., & González, G. I. (2017). The contribution of agroecology to the persistence of family agriculture in Panama. Agroecology & Sustainable Food Systems, 41(3/4), 349–365. https://doi-org.proxy.lib.ohio-state.edu/10.1080/21683565.2017.1286281
	Public Demonstration of competence both in academic settings and, if possible, in the study away site: Course goals:• To exhibit an understanding of various practices of agriculture and industrial sectors in a developing country that has a great impact on the world.• Investigate and compare agricultural practices in different areas of Panama • Recognize how the history, government, geography can affect agricultural and industrial economy and culture Activities and assignments:Student-led discussions and group presentations (in class and in Panama)Service learning project in Panama Grocery shopping for local family in Panama
	Experiences with diversity wherein students demonstrate intercultural competence and empathy with people and worldview frameworks that may differ from their own: The development of cultural awareness across the course will begin in the first class with an identity exercise to allow students to discover how their personal identities can impact how they view and interact with people. As students learn about different Panamanian cultures and identities, explorations of power and privilege using the wheel of power/privilege by Sylvia Duckworth will provide discussion points. This class will utilize the intercultural competence model by Dr. Darla Deardorf to provide students with a basic understanding of the concept and its importance to this course.Course goals • To exhibit an understanding of various practices of agriculture and industrial sectors in a developing country that has a great impact on the world• Translate and compare the traditional role of American agricultural practices (i.e.animals, traditional agriculture, environment, culture and community) to a Developing world country• Distinguish agricultural practices in a developing world culture• Identify and understand various socioeconomic statuses on agricultural outcomes• Examine the economic impact of sustainability to compare life outcomes of residents (prices and values of materials, food, housing, resources, utilities on lifestyle and tradition through visits to home improvement stores, animal auctions, markets, etc.)• Investigate the uniqueness of this developing world country and its advances in specific agricultural, technological, and sustainable initiatives• Understand a setting of an intermix racial population and their engagement in communities• Analyze fundamental background information and compare applications from Ohio to Panama, a developing country that varies within itselfActivities/AssignmentsPredeparture group presentation and group paperTravel journalIn-country Students will be given an assignment during the program to experience “the life of a Panamanian” with two distinct differences. Students will experience purchasing food to feed an average family of fourVisiting the Panama Viejo ruins and museum to understand the founding of Panama City• Travel to a new innovative industrial park (old U.S. Army barracks) near the Panama Canal where you will meet with young entrepreneurs. You will also meet with one of the founders of the Green Tech Council to discuss the movement in Panama to be more sustainable, the challenges they face, and long-term goals• Travel to a 500+ acre pineapple plantation. You will see the entire process from planting, harvesting, and packaging. • Visit a small-scale organic poultry farm. Visitors will experience day to day farm operations and learn how they sell high quality broilers to high-end restaurants in Panama City.• Visit with the National Institute of Agriculture to meet with educators and students while visiting their projects.• Travel to a Guaymi village in the mountains. Walk through nature on trails, passing rivers to meet this native culture. Interact and enjoy lunch with a Guaymi family.•  Visit a dairy and beef farm.• Participate in a service-learning project with local school children and the community.• Visit and learn about a small local farm with different native and introduced fruit trees.• Visit rural town to engage with indigenous people of Panama• Visit vegetable and horse farms
	Explicit and intentional efforts to promote inclusivity and a sense of belonging and safety for students: The course will give students a distinct perspective of agriculture and other economic sectors that influence food, fiber, and fuel. This course is designed to educate and prepare students to experience the various applications of agriculture and production systems on varying scenarios, especially within a socioeconomic and ethnically diverse context. The development of cultural awareness across the course will begin in the first class with an identity exercise to allow students to discover how their personal identities can impact how they view and interact with people. As students learn about different Panamanian cultures and identities, explorations of power and privilege using the wheel of power/privilege by Sylvia Duckworth will provide discussion points. To achieve the course goals, we will utilize universal learning design guidelines, information will be presented using multiple media options during the in-class portion of this learning experience. Students have options to author an essay or create a visual artifact for the predeparture expectation essay assignment and the in-country Panama shopping experience. For the student presentations, students are encouraged to use low and no-tech options, along with their creativity.A class participation agreement will be established during the first class session allowing identify what would help them participate fully in class, what they expect from themselves and each other. In cases of conflict, the class can refer back to the agreements as part of conflict resolution. Once agreements are established, each member of the class is responsible and accountable for living into them. The instructor is available to meet with students individually and in groups for any issues that might arise and will closely monitor adherence to the class participation agreement. 
	Clear plans to promote this course to a diverse student body and increase enrollment of typically underserved populations of students: This course was designed to promote access to Education Abroad for historically underrepresented students and is supported by the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences in partnership with the Office of Diversity and Inclusion. This program is heavily subsidized by those units and will be promoted widely college-wide newsletters and flyer's, along with student organizations whose members tend to focus on underrepresented students (MANRRS & BLMBegonias). The Office of Diversity and Inclusion will promote the program via their ODI Scholars groups (Morrill Scholars, Young Scholars, LSAMP).Plans to promote the program through STEP PDC's are also included. 


